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1. Make breakfast in bed for each member of the family. 

2. Water a neighbour’s garden. 

3. Leave a gift for the mail carrier. 

4. Write an encouraging chalk note on someone’s driveway. 

5. Leave a neighbour a note about why you appreciate him/her. 

6. Drop off a homemade treat to someone’s house. 

7. Leave a bag of Hershey’s hugs on someone’s door. 

8. Pay for someone else’s coffee. 

9. Pass out quarters at the grocery cart stand. 

10. Put someone’s grocery cart away for them. 

11. Help someone load groceries into their car. 

12. Let someone ahead of you in line at the grocery store. 

13. Buy a grocery store gift card and give it to the person behind you in line at the grocery store. 

14. Put carts away at Home Depot or Lowes. 

15. Drop off a plant at someone’s door. 

16. Drop off 40 single roses at the seniors residence. 

17. Drop off a Slip ’n Slide at a random house.
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18. Tape quarters to a gum ball machine. 

19. Tape change on a drink machine. 

20. Send Facebook notes to all who posted “happy birthday" on your time line, telling them what 
you value most about them. 

21. Drop off a pizza to someone’s house. 

22. Hand out Freezies at the park. 

23. Sprinkle change around the park for kids to find. 

24. Drop off popcorn and a free movie coupon at someone’s house. 

25. Leave a thank you note in the public washroom for the cleaners. 

26. Leave a post-it-note of affirmation on the mirror of a retail change room. 

27. Leave a random note of value for a stranger. 

28. Hand out balloons at the walk in clinic. 

29. Hold the door for a stranger. 

30. Hand out bottled water to a thirsty stranger. 

31. Mail out notes to friends, thanking them for being cheerleaders in your life. 

32. Drop off homemade cookies for your church staff or the people you work with. 

33. Mail love notes to your spouse and kids. 

34. Pay off someone’s library late fees. 

35. Drop off infant formula at a pregnancy care centre. 

36. Drop off canned goods at the local food bank. 

37. Drop off new pyjamas at a local women’s shelter. 

38. Drop off chocolates for the church secretary, police department or fire station. 

39. Leave sugar scrub at someone’s door. 

40. Leave paid for toys in the vending machine slots.


